Membership Model as of January 1, 2018
Membership Tier

1. Strategic ($100,000 cash)
Consider CMIC as a strategic platform and are investing executive and technical resources to further CMIC. These organizations want to influence and participate in the development of the CMIC ecosystem.

   eg Agnico Eagle, Barrick Gold, Goldcorp, Iamgold

Can attend the national forum and other CMIC events and participate in unlimited projects and technical groups.

Will be given consideration for a Board of Directors position and therefore influence the strategic direction of CMIC.
Membership Tier

2. Enterprise ($50,000)
Organizations that rely heavily on CMIC as a platform for their internal development projects and/or act strategically building products and services built on, or with, CMIC projects. These organizations want to influence and participate in the development of the CMIC ecosystem.

eg Hatch, Teck Resources Limited

Can attend national forum and other CMIC events and participate in limited projects.

(Project participation will depend upon amount and level of contribution in terms of cash or in-kind)
Membership Tier

3. Solutions - Mining Companies ($25,000)
View CMIC as an important part of their corporate and product strategy and also participate at various levels in CMIC. These organizations want to participate in the development of the CMIC ecosystem.

Can attend national forum and other CMIC events and participate in one project at additional cost.
### Membership Tier

#### 3. Solutions - Suppliers

View CMIC as an important part of their corporate and product strategy and also participate at various levels in CMIC. These organizations want to participate in the development of the CMIC ecosystem.

Can attend national forum and other CMIC events and **participate in select** projects at additional cost.

| Annual Corporate Revenue Greater Than $250 million | $11,000 |
| Annual Corporate Revenue Less Than $250 million | $5,500 |
Membership Tier

3. Solutions - Exploration Companies

View CMIC as an important part of their corporate and product strategy and also participate at various levels in CMIC. These organizations want to participate in the development of the CMIC ecosystem.

Can attend national forum and other CMIC events and participate in select projects at additional cost.

- Annual Corporate Revenue Greater Than $250 million: $11,000
- Annual Corporate Revenue Less Than $250 million: $5,500
Membership Tier

4. Associate ($5,000)
Organizations that participate in, and want to show support for the CMIC ecosystem.
Can attend the national forum and may be invited to other events. Provided access to CMIC technology group outputs after 2 years.

Members are able to move Tiers depending on their corporate level of participation in CMIC.

For example a Solution or Associate Member may transition to an Enterprise or Strategic Member